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The

PALESTRA
NO. I.

FIRST MONTHLY INTER-CLASS DEBATE
OCCUPIES STAGE
Ist High B and 2nd

High B Argue the
Advantages and Disadvantages

of Classical Course

SEATTLE COLLEGE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,

The school was entertained Monday
afternoon in the Chapel by a debate
between the first and second high B
rooms on the subject: Resolved, that
the general classical course is the best been broken.
possible in the high school curricuEaster has been an annual vacation
lum.
The affirmative side won
the looked forward to, by every
school
judges' decision.
child ever since school was invented
The affirmative was upheld by P. as an indoor sport. You'll hear some
Soreghan, V. McOullough and J. Moore fellow, say in a hopeful voice, "Well,
from Ist High B and the negative was
similarly defended by F. Scheurman,
of 2nd
V. Spillar and V. Mullally

CLASSES PREPARE

High B.

The affirmatives confined themselves to two issues, as outlined by

Mr.

FOR ELOCUTION
CONTEST

Soreghan:

(1) That the general classical course
is the best for intellectual advancement. and
(2) That the general classical
course is best for material advancement.
The affirmative side put over their
point very well, proving their issue
The negto everyone's satisfaction.
ative based their contention on the
two points that their first speaker,
Mr. Scheurman introduced:
(1) That the classical course is not

for students who merely go
through high school and
(2) That the classical course is not
the best even for men who continue
their education through college. The
negative side had some strong arguments and their delivery was excellent. However, the judges, by a two
to one vote, gave the affirmative the
decision on account of stronger and

the best

Tryouts to
of

Be

Held April

6—Night

SPRING TURNOUTS

it

will only be a short time now until
the Easter vacation and then only a
few days more until summer." It
Prospects Bright for Winning Team
certainly seems
true that
"Hope
This Year—Several of Last
springs eternal in the human breast."
Year's Letter-Men
At least the time between vacations
Back
is considered wasted by those who patOn March
15, Pr. Burke called
ronize the different institutions, of
the first baseball turnout of the
learning.
And

the significance and pleasure that this
Easter holiday will bring even though
it is shorter than usual. • After such

a pleasant vacation it will be hard to
get back to normal again. But then,
it will be a kind of an incentive to<
get in and study harder.

CATHOLIC COLLEGE
WEEK TO BE HELD
IN MAY
Benefits
Be

four

who

are

hold

its

or

class boasts
five

studying
honor in

January 25, 1922, a plan
and adopted by the

of at approved

of its members
earnestly

of Higher Education
Put Before Youths of

to

up-

the annual elocu-

tion contest, which is to be held
April 6th is the date
this month.
set for the tryouts in which the
number of contestants will be materially reduced —about ten of the
best to be choson.
The "finals," to
which the students and the public in
general are invited, will take place in
the auditorium of the Holy Names
Academy on the night of the 21st.
The contest will be judged by men
well versed in oratory.
The winner
will be announced and the
medal awarded at the commencement exercises in June.

was
De-

of Education of the National Catholic Welfare Council to
observe, throughout the whole United
a
States,
College
"Catholic
Week." May 1 to 6 was chosen as
a suitable week.
By "College" was meant universities, prep schools, high schools
and colleges.
The purpose of this
"College Week" is to put before
the Catholic
youth and parents,
benefits to be gained through a
higher education, but more particularly, those benefits gained through
taking a higher course in a Catholic institution.
Statistics show that of approximately 450,000 college
students of
the United States, only about 60,000
or 15 per cent are Catholics.
This
is 5 per cent or 30,000 below the
number it should be.
In a letter to be sent out from
Washington, D. C„ the benefits of
a
Catholic college
education are
shown, and it is suggested that
sermons be preached in all churches
on Sunday morning, April 30, which
shall deal, not only with Catholic
education, but also with the help
and importance of a Catholic college education, if one is to attain
it, and also to show that it is the
desire of the Catholic teachers to
have a greater proportion of Catholic students in the colleges of

Twenty-two

aspirants

winning combination.
The

team

partment

be as popular and profitable as the not another play will be held this
in all probability such
one held Monday afternoon we are year, but
will be the case.
likely to have them oftener.
Mr. Gleason, S. J., professor of 2nd
High B, acted as chairman and spoke
The twenty-five-piece orchestra then
for a few minutes on the intellectual favored the assembly with a selection
value of debates and the fact that from "Faust" and then the debate
though Seattle College may need a started, with Fathers O'Shea, Coufew
to build up our athletic deyre and Murphy acting as judges.
teams we .are now on a par with any The affirmative opened with Mr. Soreof the debating departments of the ghan, who spoke with a finish quite
America.
(Continued on page 8.)
other- JiigMj schools.

season.

for the team were out at the initial
practice.
The usual pre-season limbering
up
gone
exercises
were
through. Later on the squad was
divided into three teams, the Bees,
Beavers and
Seals, captained byBuckley, Burke and OConnor, respectively.
These
squads
three
play a regular series of games every
afternoon.
In this way, by giving
everybody a chance to show tlif-ir
ability, Fr. Burke hopes to find a

Will

Country
On

Almost every
least

so we are well able to grasp 3 922

21st Set for Finals

It was firat planned to hold a
dramatic
contest instead of the eloA public debate has not been held
before the Student Body for quite a cution this year, but at a meeting
long timo. An annual public debate of the teachers it was decided to
follow the old custom.
It has not
has usually been held at Holy Names
Academy. But if debates continue to been definitely decided whether or

more valuable contentions.

BASE BALL SQUAD
SHOWS FORM IN

Easter Vacation Begins April 12
The
much-desired holidays will
start in about three days. The Easter
days this year will start Wednesday,
April 12, at 3 p. m. and end Tuesday
morning at 9 o'clock.
Can you think how many of the fellows will regret to pa>s<s up such a
present? We think not one.
If the weather is good most likely
the baseballs will be flying around
the lots like bees, and many tears will
be shed over a favorite bat that has

1922

APRIL,

1
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pi

Prospects Bright
ospects
a
for

this

year are
though there are only
men back from last

winning

excellent, althree letteryear's nine.

These are Egan, last year's dependHeney, fleet-footed
catcher;
centerfielder, and O'Connor, shortstop. Ciroseclose and Mullally are
bidding strong for a first team position this year. The latter, in fact,
shows promise of being the mainstay of the 1922 pitching staff, while
Groseclose looks strong behind the
Among the new students is
bat.
Lee Burke of Third Hi. 8., who has
able

a

reputation

of

being

one

of

the

best amateur outfielders in the
Lee is also a good man
stick. He played with the ShamruH
team last summer.
Johnnie O'JM
nell, a playmate of Burke's, on
same nine, is also a good outfielß
er and hitter. Glenn, Connell, Mur*
phy and a few others are among the
likely
looking
infield
candidates.
Egan seems to be the best catcher.
Mullally, Ogden and Gnechi are the
outstanding

aspirants

to

pitching

honors.
Want Games

We

can see

no

Reason

why

our

manager,
althletic
Mr.
Scholtes, should not be able to give
the team a good stiff schedule
the coming season. The
spirit of the candidates,
they are all eager to make
most successful season the
They want
has ever had.
than even the score with
High School and a
rivals this year.

genial

THE

2

PALESTRA

FOURTH HI HOLDS FIRST
DEBATE

COLLEGE RADIO
STATION OPENS

Resolved: That the Erickson Three-

cent Carfare Plan Is the Best Possible.
With this most interesting question
Throughout the State
at issue Fourth High's first debate of
the year passed into history Thursday,
Have you noticed any peculiar
March 30, 1922.
neighborfrom
the
sounds issuing
Messrs. Holblitzell, O'Hearn and
hood of the fourth floor? And have
White
were heartily in favor of Erickdown
by
you been almost knocked
son's plan, while Ogden, Scholtes and
some young mail running down the
Christoph opposed it.
stairs with a fuse in his hand?
Tlfe affirmative as&erted that the
And did you,
on recovering your
increased
short haul patronage at lowbreath and muttering sweet things
er fare would easily overcome the
man,
young
inquire
same
about this
loss of the five cents per patron. The
as to the reason of all these strange
$18,200 expended by Caldwell and Witt
you
but
rehappenings?
You did,
have been used to pay Stoneshould
mained as much in the dark as beWobster and save the people's taxes.
knew.
fore, for no one
They declared that the antagonistic
Now, dear reader we are going
interests opposing Erickson were the
to set your mind at rest on this
greatest howlers against the Public
is
perThe
answer
that
question.
Comparing the street cars to
Market.
mission has been granted to five
the elevators in buildings, where the
passed
have
boys of the school who
cost of operation is applied to the rent,
the government's
examination for
they said also that the operation of
license,
an amateur radio operator's
the street cars should be charged to
to install at the College a radio stathe home owners. If three or five
due
tion.
Our success has been
cents were charged a person to ride
kindness
the
of Del.
greatly to
in an elevator, the buildings of Seatwho supplied most
Thomson, IM,
tle would be less than four stories
of the receiving equipment; to Towey, high.
So also they contended the
7BX, who brought most of the transcity's
development
depends on a very
mitting outfit, and to "Mac" Mcßride, low rate
of carfare.
TOD, whose scientific knowledge was
In conclusion the affirmative deemployed in assembling this apparatus.
that the average person spends
clared
The
transmitter consists of a
about $52 a year for tokens at present,
one-half kilowatt power transform- while with
3-cent fares his expendier, producing 20,000 volts, a rotary tures
would come to about $25, a gross
oscillation
condenser,
gap,
pripn.rk
saving of $27. The increase in taxatransformer, etc.
An outfit of this
tion would amount to $10 leaving a net
'sort has a practical radius of about saving of $17.
The receiving set is
900 miles.
To all of these arguments the negequal in radius to the traismitter.
ative had a clever rebuttal and a
regenIt consists of a variometer
much more forcible line of arguments.
erative set with an audion detector The first speaker clearly stated the
and one-stage of amplification. On points that he and his
colleagues
this we have already heard San
He
that
to

Established

Be

Francisco and several boats between
here and the Orient, and we have
entertained several of our esteemed
"profs" by letting them listen in to

the
sent
tion

concerts and newsrbroadcasts
out from the radiophone staat the Post-Intelligencer.

'

I

■

Communication

Lincoln High School has a very
good station, and Broadway reports
at they will start up soon. With
co-operation we hope to estabcommunication beseveral colleges and high
throughout Idaho and MonM and also with Gonzaga UniMartin's College
and St.

declared
the
3-cent fare would be impractical, unIn the
just, foolish and socialistic.
first place the citizens of Rainier Valley would be burdened with the $.022
tax while they would derive no possible benefit from the lower fares.
They showed that in order to provide
would

prove.

ATTENTION,

RACQUET

WIELDERS!
All tennis aspirants will be glad to
hear the news that the College is soon
to run off a tennis tourney. With exception to the last few days, the inclement weather has postponed all tennig
activities.
The various high
schools of the city have made their
season plans, and match play is expected to follow soon. At present
only a few asphalt courts in town are
in condition for play.
But with a
week of the present good weather, the
dirt courts will also be available for
use. Those who have had past experience as racquet
wielders will lie
picked for the College team. In the
meantime, get out the old racquet and
start getting into mid-season form.
"charity rides" for suburbanites and
transients the "city fathers" were trying to lower the wages of the Seattle
teachers. The reproduction of the bill
which is to be presented at the polls,
was introduced by the negative, showing that no clear promise of a 3-cent
fare could be found in any part of it.
They also introduced some interesting
facts assorting that the Todd Shipyard Company's operating shops here
and in Tacoma would be forced by
the great increase in taxes to give up
their Seattle yard, losing about five
hundred men from Seattle's payroll.
Also that Sears-Roebuck, Co., already
greatly hampered by a rival concern
in Portland, would be compelled to
sell their goods at a much higher
price than Montgomery-Ward, Co., of
Portland. A handicap of such a nature would soon send Sears-Roebuck
Co. back to Chicago. Thus seven to
ten hundred more men would join
the army of "jobless men."
With the successful conclusion of
this debate, Fourth High decided that
hereafter debates will be a weekly
feature in the class curriculum.

The germ of swell-head generally
makes its home in empty parking
space.

in

Washington.

What color is best for a bride?
I prefer a white one myself.

t

Lunches Servedt
Cakes, Etc.,
Tto Order
I
BRBADI
PASTRY
nualillf
f ICE CREAM M Udm J Visit CAKEST
When Hungry
T
I

I

aiDEAL ELECTRIC BAKERY
Place for

Good
Agents

I

Eats
for

f
;
f

SEATTLE

B

Quality

Cream of
Ice Cream
Your Wants for
Occasions

All

Sundays

2405 10th Ave.
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No.t

is

a

possibility

College students will

that

Seat-

enjoy the

advantages of a press hour once a
week.
It this press hour, as advocated by Rt. Rev. Edw. A. Patfe "of
the Catholic University, becomes a
reality, one hour a week will be devoted to reading and instruction on
the question of the Catholic press
and the school. Every one will be
given a chance to show his ability
in the field of journalism. The imperative need of good, sound, Catholic writers is dependant on the
Catholic schools, from which the fu-

ture writers will be drawn.
If conditions permit, this Catholic
press

hour may become a fixture
in the school curriculum. It is a
but
good idea, not entirely new,
certainly worthy of the attention
and help of the laity.
We certainly
would like to see at least one hour
a week given over to Catholic writing and reading, for there's no truer
saying than, "The boy of today is
the man of tomorrow."
Seattle College will take a place
in scholastic circles if thisi plan is
adopted. As it is now, the idea is
just in the bud among the Catholic
schools, and Seattle College' bids to
be a pioneer in this field.
I

J

Rt. Rev. Fr. Pace, in an address
at the annual conference of the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae, said: "Reading is a habit, and
we get into the habit of reading,
reading only certain things,
and
and the longer we read them the
stronger the habit become®. Habit
can be modified, changed and deAnd I see
veloped by education.
in this, the link between the Catholic schools and Catholic literature.
If we want to get our Catholic people into the habit of reading Catholic papers, we must begin in the

La

NOTICE
WE would like to call your attention to the merchants
and business organizations whose gracious help has made
possible the renewal of the publication of the Palestra. Any
visit you might pay to them would be deeply appreciated.

t

t

There
tle

Verrier,

Planet

Kls

nere

One Hour a Week May Be Devoted
to Press Work

school."

HLcntinuous
Bi

JJfrsity

PRESS HOUR
A POSSIBILITY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS!

Neptune,

discoverer

of

the

was a Catholic.

A Chinese observer, after looking
over the public education system,
comes to the conclusion that an American university is "an athletic association in which certain opportunities for
study are provided for the feeble-

bodied."
WHILE TIME FLIES—

The Freshies are saving their pennies to invest in new bonnets.
Many of our Sophomores will get
their first pair of longies.
We offer this advice to Juniors:
Don't buy a tie unless it contains all
the colors of tne spectrum.
The Seniors are looking "wishfully"
at the b.-fety razors.

THE

ALUMNI

COMPLIMENTS

Butler's
Grocery and

4320-31

The

Confectionery, Inc.
University

MILLER

Main 0559

ST.

Pays 5

Ways

West 0317-R

JULIUS L GHARBNEAU
PACIFIC MUTUAL LIFE
INS. CO.
Special Agent

356-9 Stuart

as an Alumnus looks with proud
eye to his Alma Mater and says,
"That is the school where I came
Though their careers be
from."
varied and their successes, ups and
downs, the school follows each one
in after life, just as a fond parent
follows the child of its hopes when
he has gone forth from the parental
roof into the colder world outside.
Alumni of Seattle College we are

Bltlg.

of

COLLINS BROS.
911 East Piue St.
Phone East 0199

PAINLESS

COAL
lOUS WOOD
ERFECT SERVICE

FOR

■

ARTICULAR
EOPLE

PREVENTS
ETTY

mg

EEVISHNESS
WHEN

PURCHASED

AT

ROPER
LACE

ROOSEVELT FUEL GO.
North

1628

Kenwood 13

North End of
"U" Bridge

Hi. Radio Club consists of thirty-five members and is
rapidly increasing owing to the popularity of radio. The club plans to give
The

Lincoln

concerts

at

least

once
a week.
to make and sell
looking up to you and after
and
We are going to follow you in our small sets, varying from $2.00
columns, but let us hear from you upward.

intend

then in return.

One of the staff on the Lincoln
High
Totem takes an admirable
is
the
flashing in
"Vive" Meagher
electrical world—associated with the stand on "Jazz Immoralities." "UnWestern Fire & Co., as city salesman. like all other dancing," he says,
"Jazz requires no imaginative abilNice going, "Vive."
ity. In fact, it leaves only too litThe re"Bob" Pierce is helping Fr. Garri- tle to the imagination.
gan whip St. Joseph's School team into actions of classical music on inshape. From all accounts St. Joseph dividuals are never alike. But Jazz
is going to have a championship nine. seems to produce the same sympSome
toms on all it-si devotees.
cynical observer described them as
Ray Beezer and several other old pupils have taken a pleasure trip to being like artificial kangaroos on
China. Pleasant trip and safe return stilts.
"The series of sounds which acto all!
company these manifestations defy
Bill O'Connell, now of the Progress, classification.
In fact, with the adhas kindly offered hi' 3 assistance in dition of tin-ware, fog horns, cow
bells, klaxons and steam whistles,
iiehalf of the paper. Thanks, Bill!
a Jazz band comes very close to
The College received a flying visit resembling a boiler factory."
from George Stunz. George wanted
to take a look at the old scenes.
A RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS
"Chuclc" Moriarity has a car now, Begin
the day with smiling eyes,
so everybody look out when you see
Pursue the day with sandling lips;
an auto.
Through clouds behold the smiling
NEWS

No wonder life's an empty

University of Washington underclassmen's fraternity, the Knights
of the
Hook, has been granted
faculty permission to become a national organization.
Chapters also
will be established in the University of Idaho, Washington State College, University of Oregon, University of Montana and Montana State
College. In September, chapters will
be given to Stanford University and
University of California.

you. Members

now and
Compliments

of a High School.
University, were
or
the
pupils, now graduates, of

Alumni

College

3

NEAR AND AFAR

former
that
school, who have received
their diplomas and gone o ffto battle with the world.
A school looks to its Alumni just

Way

K. M. BROWM
Shoe Hapairing
1005

PALESTRA

FROM

skies

GONZAGA
Up

dream,

Seattle College graduates are makFor, though we fight with pluck,
ing a name for themselves, both in
Somehow the other fellows seem
the literary and athletic world. H.
Ivers as the P. I. N. S. Editor, and
To always have the iuck.
Ed. Plajole, as Assistant Business Manager, are big factors on the "Bulletin"
"A man of large caliber, isn't he?"
staff.
Mike
Manca is stirring up
"Yes; he's a big bore."
things as a wide-awake reporter.
Mike is also making a bid for the
Sap: "Lend me a dollar, old chap! twirling position on the nine, and
If I live, 'till Saturday I'll pay you."
judging from past experiences he will
Ditto: "Couldn't do it. You couldn't more than likely hold his own. Plalive 'till Saturday on a dollar."
jole is said to be offering worthy competition to aspiring shortstops, and
Inquisitive Old Gent: "And what his hitting ought to cut a wide mark
in helping him win a berth.
are you digging for, my good man?"
Knight of the Pick: "Money."
Leo Herkenrath, '20, who shone
I. O. G.: "You don't say! And when
in dramatics while at the College, is
do you expect to find it?"
in the electric business. Herky plans
K. of P.: "Saturday night."
to be an electrical engineer. At present he is making money installing raCatholic missionaries introduced the
dio sets in and around the city. He
nrst wheal into the South.
says he has been crazy over electricity ever since the day he saw his nurse
Catholic
missionaries grew the turn off the electric switch.
first wheat in the "United States.
That's the old fight, Herky! We
.The submarine was invented by wouldn't mind an expert electrical enHolland, an Irish Christian Brother. gineer among finir alumni.

where

the

laughing sunbeam

All The
COMFORTS
OF HOME
We fully realize the sacredness
and responsibility of caring for the

dead.

Our years of business in Se-

attle

have

been crowned by the

good will and friendship of all those

we

have come in contact with.

We

best

serve

ourselves

when

serve humanity.

we

MS.

&

MRS. JOSEPH R. MANNING

East 7484

11th Ave. and E. Olive

PRINTING
Our modern printing plant and
bindery furnishes the finest
quality printed products.

EM&VINS
Commencement Invitations!' and
other engraving for school functions receive expert attention
in our engraving plant.

lawmanafford fa
FIRST AVENUE AND CHERRY STREET

SEATTLE.

trips.
Complete Office Equippers
Let

smiling

thoughts

within

your

mind
Drive

gloom

and

cold

despair

apart,

And promptings of a genial kind
Keep over glowing in your heart.

Meet trouble with a cheery smile;
Be jovial in the face of care

Main 2194

Phone Us
We

Deliver

FAGAM'S GRIST MILL
Fresh Ground Entire Wheat Flour
Crushed Wheat—Health Cereals
Economy Mkt.
Stall 2«S

—

He routs all mischief from the scene
Who greets it with a jocund air.
—John Kendrick Bangs.

•

KNOW THYSELF
Read
WESTERN FREEMAN
322 New York lildg.
Seattle
Devoted
to Irish and American
Friendship. Culture and Trade
THE

It is said, Conklin, of Fourth High,
with his keen business
mind, suggested the strategy of a shoe-shining
parlor at the northeast end of the
campus. It seems that Frank was late
one Monday morning and ran from
Renton and got hooked in the quick-

sand which spoiled his shine and the
of the day.

rest

The man who borrows trouble is condebt.

tinually in

FIRE!

Let us insure your House and Furniture in reliable American comNo loss
panies.
Standard rates.
or trouble in giving" us your business.
Phone or write. Edw. J.
Coon. 323 New York Bldg.
Phone Main 3768
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Slip

For three years, until 1917, when war broke
out ami the rank and file of the colleges was sadly
depleted for the rank and file of the army, Fr.
Ooudeyre, and the staff, kept the Palestra going
with praiseworthy success.
But when, in 1918,
the Annual was suspended it was the expectation
of continuing its publication in the immediate
future or as soon as conditions warranted. This
year it was determined to publish the Palestra,
not as an annual, but as a monthly paper.
This condition of immediate action in regard to
th-3 publication of the Palestra was brought about
by the closer co-operation of the faculty and the
student body and through the influence of the

fabatra

A Monthly Devoted to the Interests of
the Associated Students of Seattle College.

EDITORIAL STAFF
Editor
Bertrend Curran.
Associate Editors
Van Christopli.
Kenneth Hurlbut,
Sport Editor
Edmund
O'Connor,
Associate Sport Editor__Willlnm Kendall,
Patrick Heney,
Alumni Editor
FiXcliniim' Editor
Leo Burke,
Feature Editor
Leonard Bowie,

'22
'22
>23
'22
'211
'23
'23
'24

organ of the class of "H. S. 25," "The Freshman
Howl." Now that the Palestra is on its feet
again the student body must so strive, by closer
cooperation, by the removal of too much class
rivalry, and by the support and recognition which

such a paper deserves, to make it a monthly that
really deserves the name of the organ of the
students of Seattle College.

BEI'ORTORIAL STAFF
Raymond Voiihk, '25
\oriuan McKay, '23
Charles Carniody, '24
Gerald Ley, '25
Lawrence Booth, '24

BUSINESS STAFF
Business

Manager

Advertising

Circulation

Charles Sully, '22
Mcßride, '22
lleexer, '23

Maiiagcr__Mattl»ew
Mnnagrer
Edward

J

.

PALESTRA

IN THE LISTS AGAIN
Once more we &re into the breach, and this
time, we hope, with such determination that not
even another World War will drive us from
the field.
The idea of restarting the old college paper
has always been cherished with a great deal of
by Seattle College students, and now
that we are again under way, a holy revenue is
to be our ambition to atone for the war years
lost.
In 1902, soon after the foundation of the college, Mr. Brogan. S J., started the College Annual. Mr. Brogan, now Father Brogan, former
president of Gonzaga College and at present teaching philosophy at the Jesuit Scholasticate, Hillyard. Wash., felt the need of an annual magazine
as the organ for the student body, and under his
direction the first Seattle College paper was published. Between 1902 and 1914 there is no record of any publication. But in 1914 Father Coudeyre took the paper in hand and in the June of
that year it was published as an annual magazine
under the name of the earlier publication, the Seattle College Annual. The next year the student
So in
body decided to change the old name.
1915 the Annual came out under the name PALESTRA.
The name PALESTRA is derived from the
Latin "palaestra," originally meaning "a wrestling ground" and later it was used in the sense of
an "intellectual arena" where the battle of wits
was staged. And in this meaning the name was
taken to signify a place, not merely where intellectual contests were staged, but also a field
where literary talent and journalistic ability were
demonstrated. Certainly if there is anything in
a name, the putting through of a Palestra promised to be rather an exacting job. But the student body of 1915 proved equal to the task and
did a fine piece cf work. The title they chose is
appropriate, original, catchy and dignified, a combination hard to obtain in these days when almost
every co.lege or high school publication is a
"Breeze," or a "Bulletin," or a "Call."
Such
We can be proud of the name Palestra
a title inspires us to get behind it with a will to
make it a rea? and lasting success.

EDITORIAL CHAFF
Yes, it's here. We don't have to go by the calendar: we can tell by the baseballs we see flying
across the field like bullets across "no man's
land." We can see it in the handiworks of Nature: the longer days, the blue skies, the birds
returning from the South, and, in all the plantsi
and trees turning verdant under the influence of
Nature's New Year. But best of all we can feel
it in our lives. Young and old alike respond to
the vivifying call of the open. The young, especially those in the spring-time of life —the most
precious period of their lives—feel the awakening:
that "it's-great-to-be-alive" feeling.

Let's all get together and give three cheers
that we are able to realize the Spirit of Spring.
We should be eternally grateful that we are living; young, strong healthy and able to see the
green things growing under our feet, and able to

hear the bobolink
morning, and able
care-free fashion
Almighty God that

and robin sing in the early
to play and exercise in such
In short, we ought to thank

CO-OPERATION

we can enjoy our every sense
and faculty in response to the call of this, a new

The idea of "letting George do it" is no longer
the popular method of getting results. An organization cannot flourish if this stand be taken by
the individual. It is co-operation that brings results.

Spring. And we can make our own lives sweeter
by far if wc can in any way bring sunshine to
some less fortunate brethren.

In our own little sphere we can do wonders.
But the Student Body, as a whole, needs the
assurance that every student is wearing the harness and pulling in concordance.

Class spirit is everything that can be expected.
Let's keep it up. But let us not forget that we
have not reached the apex of co-ordination, by
any means, until our cry is not "all for 'my class,"
but "all for my school."

There may be some excess of individualism
prevalent—the fly in the ointment. This results
in lack of harmony—the one thing which will
ruin the hopes of any organization.
In the few ensuing weeks of school before us
there will be many occasions offered to display
the old "co-op" spirit.
Then let's get together:
All for one; one for all.

"A man that ha's time- to knock has entirely
too much time." But how fill up the long hours
of each day vyithout a hammer-stroke now and
then? Get the spirit of a modern idealist and
optimist and there will be no time left for knocking. Here it is in a nutshell: "To do the right
thing at. the right time is the right way; to do
the same things better than they were ever done
before; to eliminate errors; to know both sides
of the question; to be courteous; to be an example of one working for the love of the work; to
anticipate requirements; to develop resources: to
recognize no impediments; to master circumstances; to act from reason rather than from
rule; to be satisfied with nothing short of per-

fection."
The good spirit is kept up by following such
ideals. Fill your mind with them and you will
not be viotims of "having too much time."

COLLEGE JOURNALISM
Too much, cannot be said in favor of college
Every institution looks with pride to

journalism.

its debating clubs, orchestra, dramatic societies
and athletic associations. But above all, in the
annals of fame, is the college paper.
It is the intellectual organ that gives vent to
the lawful ambitions of its literary enthusiasts.
The young poet finds it the vehicle of his maiden

efforts.

Sympathizing friends read

this is fuel for his ambition.

every line

—

What a field for the

There may be some reason to
suppose that he wili put up a finer form of composition for his college paper than for some overexacting professor, or, what is worse, for the
aspiring author!

I SUPPOSE EVERYONE KNOWS—
IV Hi won
championship.

The

Jimmy Logan
Helped win it.

Father Vasta
Has gone away.
It hasn't rained
For a day or so.
The Elocution Contest
Is this month?
Stick White
Stole

second

Socialists and yellow journalists are monopolizing
our current literature. On whom can we rely for

With the bases full.
The College has a radio.
Baseball turnouts
Are being held
When it doesn't rain.
Ed O'Connor?

aid if not on the Catholic graduate who has had

Is trying to pitch.

experience in journalism?
Priests, and laymen in general, are too busy

Mose Mullally.
Has more speed.
Patten is catching
In right field.
Whisker-zil is

paper basket, the receptacle of oblivion.
There is a crying need for Catholtc writers.

waste

with their respective duties to offer a<ny serious
opposition to the enemies of the church.
It is love's best labor lost to try to induce the
young graduate to write when he never had the
honor of having his name in print during bis.
days of schooling

Turning out.
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MISSION CRUSADERS
ORGANIZE
The final step toward the definite

FOOLOSOPHY
WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN—
folks, saw an ad in the
paper; it said, "Sam Lee wants washWhite comes to school with his
ing."
hair uncombed and unsoothed with
honeycomb and stacomb.
Also grocery store sign, "Our butConnell does not turn out for all
unaproachable."
ter is
major sports.
Ogden does not win the medal.
Hear the poets are going to get
stops talking and yelling.
Patten
a corner —they need something, poor
Pat Heney takes his turn in the
things.
soup line, every noon.
Groseclose stops trying to raise
cigar."
again—Good
"Back
5c
a moustache.
They
nevagain."
"back
Why the
School is dismissed at 2:60 preHello

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

er wuz.

*

It

*

cisely.

*

has been rumored
few smoke pipes.

tain
its not true.

*

Woman

*

Martin, Brennan and Barthelemy
that a cerjoin a reducing class.
Let's hope
Kendall is six feet tall.

*

PRIZE DUMBELL
husband beat
ago there was a chap
Sometime
Sort of meating
THIRD HIGH HOLDS DEBATE
Who climbed the street car stairs,
ON POPULAR QUESTION
And rode
from early morn
till

*

#

Picture Framing—Catholic Goods

John

night
spent

ten bucks

in

fares.

When asked the reason of his aci,
He answered without sorrow;
store
"Our
Department
sign,
I want to save fares while I can,
you
to
woolen underwear will tickle
The Rates go up tomorrow.
death."
*

*

citizens

*

*

*

*

of

Tacoma

were

greatly surprised to hear that prohas been in effect.

hibition

*

*

*

Dumb—Do people die often around

here
Bell—No. just
Brennan—I've

once.

knocked

never heard what happened
theory to pieces.
Mt. Rainier climbers. Maybe
Burton —How's that?
they were eaiten by the wild flowers.
Brennan—My ancestors

We

Darwin's

to the

came from

Wales.
TOO TROO

I cannot sing the old songs
Because they are forgotten.
I cannot sing the new songs,
Because they are so rotten.

"Where is Tommy?" asked Mr.
Jones, on his return from business one
evening.

"Gone to bed," was his wife's reply.
"I hope he is not ill."
"No, I sent him to bed as a punishWhite to Barber —flow long bement for swearing
fore I can be shaved?
"Swearing?" repeated Jones; "I'll
Barber—About two years.
teach him to swear."
Without waiting for a light the
Modern Social Condition
angry father rushed upstairs to inter"Is she married?"
view the culprit, only to fall over a
loose stair-rod and bump his chin. At
'"Temporarily."
once he became exceedingly fluent,
Chatty Waiter (looking
out from and when the air had cleared he heard
the window): "The rain'U be 'ere in a his wife call, gently:
minute or two now, sir."
"Better come down, dear; I'm sure
Customer: "Well, I didn't order it; Tommy has heard enough for his
first lesson."
I'm waiting for a crop."
"

She bought a fifty-dollar hat;
The price had little weight.
He was a million-dollar fish,
AntV she used the hat for bait.

Two Phones:

Egotism is an incurable disease of

0407

The Kaufer Co.
CHURCH GOODS
SENECA

Dr. P.
H.

L. Austin, Pres.
W. Esterbrook,

Secy.-Treas.

United Painless Dentists
INC.

PAINLESS

"SNTISTftf
High Class Dentistry

At

Most

Reasonable Prices
Work
Guaranteed

All
Opp.

County-City Bldg.

We Want Your

AD
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about the Diet of Worms."
Frightened Boy—"I—I don't

take

conking."
"Why are the woods so full of trees?"
Cried little Wilby Goode.
And Wilby's poppa said, "Because
The trees are full of wood."
If it were not for our mistakes, life
would be pretty monotonous.

Johnny's Soliloquy

"Gee! I wish I had
would repeat itself."

a history that

Palestine
Izzie: Abie, (or vy you don't give
the lifesafer a dollar? He saved
your life.
Abie: Veil, Izzie, I vus chust haff
dead wen he pulled me out. Give him
fifty cents.
Ireland
Mike (who was bricklaying on top
of a building, to Pat, whose foot slipped and fell to the ground):
"Pat,

are you dead?"
Pat: "No!"
Mike proceeds down
the ladder and feels around Pat to
make

sure

he is alive.
"I told you once I was alive.
Why do you come town to find out?"
a big liar
Mike:
li-

Pat:

words oil the grooves of

—

608 Third Ave., cor. James Street
Monday, March 13, a class de/
Phone Elliott 3633
bate was held in 3rd E. The proposition was:
Resolved, that the United
States should give to every man who
served overseas a bonus in cash. The
whole debate hinged on the word cash.
The affirmative was upheld by Richardson, Bowling and McMullen and
the negative by McKay, Burke, and
Egan
\fter forty minutes of strenuous arguing, the judges, composed of
fellow classmates, decided in favor of
the negative.
The negative attacked this proposition on the ground that the country
was already overburdened with taxes
and that the passing of a bonus bill
would only increase this burden. This
INTERNATIONAL JOKES
attack was featured by Burke's speaking. Bowling shone for the affirmative in showing the sufferings of the
London
returned soldiers and the duty we owe
Hi say, old fellow, give me a dime
to them.
for a bed.
Sure thing, Chubby. Bring it around
History Teacher
"Tell something and I'll look it over.

coddle?
Smooth
life.

Capitol 0406

On

Query

If an effeminate man is a molly
coddle, is a masculine woman a jonni-

Dodds Grocery
2401 Tenth Ave. N.

*

Epitaph
And
Here lies our son, Bill. Went up
in the air and took a spill.

the I's.

Honest to Goodness
Will Treat You Right
Come and See Us
Evans' Camera aiid Art Shop
715 3rd Ave.
We

claims her

her with a sausage.
her.

The

organization in our midst of the
Catholic Students' Mission Crusade,
was. taken at a recent meeting of
some 90 students from all the various cltsses of our high school department.
After a few introductory
remarks on the purpose of the
meeting, and the object of the Society to be organized, Richard Connell was elected its first president;
Dan Buckley, secretary, and Byril
Groseclo?e, treasurer. All three are
prominent in college activities. The
large number in attendance
and
the enthusiasm
displayed at the
meeting, are undoubtedly an earnest
of the Society's future success, and
a proof of the already existing missionary zeal among the students.
The work of the new society will
therefore be, not so much to create
zeal for and interest in the Catholic missions, tout rather to stimulate, foster and augment the already
existing missionary spirit, by making our zeal more lively and our
interest more intelligent. The ways
and means for accomplishing our
purpose will be discussed at some
future meeting of the Society.

"GET IT AT EVANS"

Room
brary.

But Many Avoid It
improvement—the
for

couldn'^l^^^^^^^L
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GLEANINGS---LITERARY
The Perfect Tribute
dent, a great orator. It was with to his mind—that immense crowd,
A few bits from an old-time story this man that Lincoln was to con> standing without a hand raised in
may serve in good stead in these pete on the
morrow. Both were applause, comes up before him. But
days when our young aspirants to to deliver addresses on the occathese thoughts were suddenly interelocution honors are beginning to sion of the dedication of the battle- rupted by a boy of about fifteen,
wonder and worry what selection field of Gettysburg. Soon the Presi- who came bounding around the corthey may best choose and in what dent folded the paper and thrust it ner straight into the President. The
manner it must best be rendered into bis pocket. He was disgusted lad wasi crying and plainly in disto bring it home with effect on their and gave up writing as a bad job.
tress. Lincoln's, kind heart, as well
It is not only the lips,
audience.
The last rays of the afternoon as his hand, went out to the lad.
the gesture, the poise and the ex- sun were just commencing
to fade, Asking him what his troubles were.
pression that make the speaker; un- as Edward Everett concluded
his Lincoln received the quick reply.
less his heart speaks his words fall masterpiece. For two hours he
Blain of Georgia, and
had "I'm Carter
hollow on his hearers. Let us then held his audience spellbound,
I want a lawyer.
My brother, Capand
see what a perfect tribute is to a now, as with graceful movement be tain Blain is dying and he wants
perfect orator.
took his seat among the notables some one to draw up his will. You
November
18.
dawned gathered on the platform, a
1863,
roar see, he wants all his money to go
brightly.
No one setting out upon of applause
burst forth from the to his intended wife, and if he dies
supreme adventure could have
a
had without making a will, it will go to
enraptured
listeners.
Never
imagined or desired a more perfect they heard such an oration.
but we dont' need
Ba«k Nellie and me,
November morning than the one and forth ran the uproar, starting it."
which greeted the eyes of ,the by the platform and running far
"Why, I practice law to a small
statesmen of Washington.
over the vast throng.
It was fif- degree," said Lincoln.
Shortly after the November dawn teen minutes before the tumult
sub"Oh, you can draw up a will
had yielded to day, a special train
sided.
then, can you?"
drew out from the city of WashThen, a tall gaunt figure clamb"Yes," answered the President.
ington, bearing with it many of the
ered clumsily to his feet, detached
"Will you please then come with
distinguished
statesmen
of
the
himself from the group on the platme?"
country.
and
The President
Secreform and slouched slowly forward.
Lincoln
the
followed
lad, and
tary of the
United States were
A partial silence fell upon the mulsoon
walking
through
among the passengers.
of
found
himself
Judges
titude.
The reaction was too great.
prison halls and doors.
the supreme court and high miliThe boy
Is this the President of the United ran ahead, the President following
tary officers crowded into the spe- States of America?
with long awkward strides.
Soon
cial cars. These were pulled slowLincoln began to speak in a high the youngster stopped at a low cell
from the station as a band played
squeaking voice—a great contrast and
Lincoln
entered,
following.
trie National Anthemi
between these sounds and the deep Here he saw a young man of about
We will glance through the Presitoned utterances of Edward 'Everett. twenty-four years lying on a low
dent's car. In it sits men of varied
The will was
soon fixed.
rank and position.
On one side of A titter ran through the crowd. couch.
the car is the Secretary of State, This did not escape the sorrowful But the dying man asked the Presieyes of Lincoln, but he kept bravedent to remain awhile, as he liked
talking to several
judges. Others
ly on despite the wound made in to
sit about
talk with him. Lincoln, always
reading
conversing
or
his heart. He had resolved that he kind, remained. It would mean only
apart
with their neighbors.
But
in one end of the car sits a man, alone, would speak from his soul to these, the loss of his lunch.
And this he did.
"By the way, I don't know your
sad, preoccupied, unassuming, his long his countrymen.
legs thrust out before him, bis wistful As he progressed, more confidence name," said the Captain.
came to him, and his voice rang out
eyes turned toward the fleeting land"Lincoln," responded the Presiclear and deep over the now silent dent.
scape. Here is Abraham Lincoln, PresAnd, as he finished,
multitude.
"No relation to Abraham Lincoln?"
ident of the United States.
"Well —er—, related through my
rough that we here highly resiolve that
Presently he lifts a big,
hand
and
fumbles in his pocket. these dead shall not have died in grandfather."

TENTH AVE.
MARKET
FANCY

SPECIALS
Olive ana

vain—that this nation,
shall have a new birth
and that government of
by the people, and for
shall not perish from
not a hand was raised

under God.
"I suppose you have read of the
of freedom; great
speech
Abraham
Lincoln
the people, made yesterday."
the people,
"No," admitted the President.
the earth
"What! a namesake of that great
in applause.
man, and didn't read his greatest
The vast gathering stood speechless,
speech!
Why man, everybody is
struck by the great words of this talking about it—how the people
man.
No titter ran through that were
enraptured they didn't
so
crowd
now.
were
dumbThey
make even a sound when he had
founded.
I tell you, it's the greatfinished.
Lincoln stood awhile, then slid est speech ever made, and it will be
into
his seat, wounded read with wonder and awe generaclumsily
deeply as he thought that these, tions hence.
Of course, I don't
own
countrymen, would not quite agree with him in all he says.
his
even recognize his best efforts.
You see I'm a Southerner, but just
After the ceremonies were over, the same I think him the truest,
Edward Everett came to congratu- bravest, and greatest man in the
late him, saying, "You said more in country."
fifteen minutes than I could try to
Just then a spasm of pain racked
say in two hours."
But Lincoln the youth's frail frame, and in a
waved him aside; he could not but moment he had ceased to breathe.
believe he had been a failure.
He had died giving a perfect tribEdward Eve. >J,t sat on the opThe next morning found Lincoln ute to the great Lincoln.
posite side of wtlie car conversing taking a walk down one of WashLincoln had received his recogeasily with
He was ington's side streets. All the events nition, not on the stage, nor in a
stu- of the previous day came flocking vast theatre, but here, in a prison
a finished
—
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From it he draws a pencil, broken
at the top.
Then glancing down,
he sees an old piece of wrapping
paper which the Secretary of State
Stooping
had torn from a bundle.
over and picking it up, he asks if
he might have it to do some writThe
ing
secretary
protests,
on.
saying he will get him some other
paper fit for a President.
But Lincoln smiles sorrowfully and turning his grave eyes on the Secretary,
says it will be alright.
Then be
lapses into silence and proceeds to
A speech he is
prepare a speech.
expected to make 011 the morrow,
when the battlefield of Gettysburg
i' 3 to be dedicated.
He writes a few sentences, then
re-reads them and smiles gloomily
to himself as he 'thinks of the way
they will sound beside Edward Everett's silvery utterances.
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MEAT AND
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&
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One time when I was trying to incarpet dealer in advertising
he said in a very gruff manner, "What
rlo you know about carpets? You never laid a carpet in your life." I answered, with a smile, "No, and I never

terest a

laid an egg, but I can tell you more
about an egg omelet than any old hen
that ever scratched for worms."
Tell our advertisers where you

come

from.
And it came not from a
but f from
a
Northerner,
wounded,
dying SouthSern, soldier.
It was, indeed, a "Perfect Tribute"
to a perfect oration.
By M. V. O'H.

hospital.
fellow
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PICKING

SPORTS
NINE WINS FIRST
GAME

7
TEAM

ALL-STAR

By Bill
Kendall
that basketball is a thing
of the past, a little speculation on
two all-star teams of the inter class
league might be of interest.
Now

SIDELIGHTS ON THE
CLASS TEAMS

"Jimmy"

seems

Logan

to

stand

all respects, first man, and this
not only for his shooting eye, but
also for his floor work and general
in

The'

nine played its first
season last Friday with
Lincoln at the Lower Woodland
grouD'ffs Our hitters easily fathomed
the twirling- of Shidler. Burke, O'Hearn and O'Connor each cracked out
two hits during the matinee, one of
Burke's going for a triple, nearly into
the lake.
game of the

The freshman class division "A"
will have a small but well balanced
team entered
in
the
Inter-Class
The babes have
League this year.
a
number
of
stars from
the
Parochial 1 Grammar School League
housed within their
walls, with

team play.
For second choice or as a running
mate for Logan, it is hard to choose
between Glenn and McKay, but owing to the slump McKay seemed

to fall into towards the last

Glenn played a steady game at short
and Dwyer, the diminutive 3rd baseman, made a couple of nice stops. OgI-B
den pitched a steady game and was
Tiie husky Irosh team will
master of the situation throughout the no trouble at all protecting the
afternoon. Hagist. the Lincoln shorthonor of their class and penant
stop, fielded his chances like a vet- with such
players on hand as Delaney,
eran.
and "Babe" Rohowitz. This trio will
The final score was fifteen tallies be supported by Rohrbaclc, catcher;
for the College and four markers for Mason, Ist; Baffaro, 2nd; Bernfield,
tho Railsplitters.
3rd; Ray Young, left field, and Burns,
right field.
The College batting order was Dwyer, 3b; Clenn, ss; Burke, cf; O'Connor,
11-A
2b; Ogden, p; O'Hearn, lb; Egan, c;
Turnouts have been called reguMullally, rf; Heney, If; *Groclose.
larly by Captain Stelte, and with
For Mullally, rf.
the able assistance of Mr. Heney,
as coach, the team is rapidly takTHE SPORT SPOTLIGHT
All
ing shape.
indications point
toward a most successful season
At ofe of the very first turnouts for the young sophs.

game than either of the
and his dribbling makes

work-together

spirit

berths on the

squad.

The

to

a

treated
of

the

couple

him

out for baseball.

"Eddie" Beezer is coming through
as somewhat of a path-burner. The
other day "Eddie" tore down to first
so fast that when the dust cleared
away a perfectly good shoe
and
most of a sock were .missing from
the speed demon's foot.

choice

popular

II I-A
elected

captain and
Gnechi was
Kendall manager for the season by
With practically the same
"27."
team in the league as last year the
Junior "A's" hope to win back the
laurels lost in basketball.
Gnechi
will twirl with Groseclose on the
receiving end.
Nothing will suit

SHE'LL

other two,
him a real

insures

then

G

Heney

C

GLENN AND
LEGE

G

McKAY

TEAMS

IN

LEAD

following

'

It is

$42.50
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Room 222
4th and

standings

McDermott Bldg.
Pine, Up Stairs
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for

the basketball season just past
have been compiled from available

TRY AN IMPERIAL

Chocolate
Nut Loaf Barj
1

j

[

"L. System" suit.

See the wonderful array of new
Sport Models in nifty tweeds, herring-bone stripes in brown and
gray, and homespuns, also brown
and tan tartan mixtures.
These suits are all hand-tailored
and range in price:
$29.50, $32.50, $35.00, $37.50, $40.00,

COL-

data furnished by Father Burke.
These averages include only the
scoring of the three Moran and the
two Crusader games as those for
the K. C. contests could not be obGlenn,
tained.
the
first
team's
speedy forward, leads his teao>
them this year but the "champ."
mates in scoring, with 43 points.
111 B
McKay tops the second team sharp"Battling Beno," the College "king
The addition of "Lee" Burke and shooters with the same total.
of the welters," herewith challenges
have
a
of
added
world
The standings follow:
any one of the members
of the Egan
local mitt slinging union to a friend- strength to the team, both in hitFirst Team —Glenn (43),
Connell
But the pitching (36), Doyle (IS), O'Connor (11),
ly bout. Horseshoe and brick heav- ting and fielding.
ers are barred. It is needless to hole seems to be a hard one to White (10), Gorman (4), McKay (4),
fill. With any luck in developing Buckley
the battling one's name.
(3).
a twirler this team ought to run
Second Team—McKay (43), Welch
V. Scholtes, our handsome ath- hard for the top.
(26), Doyle (13), Benny (2), Glenn
says tha/t the pitchIV-H
(2), Heney (0).
in the noon-hour league are
With the same team that won
poor sports.
The handsome one
year
the
championship last
the
Three members of last year's ball
claims that every time he comes to
seniors threaten havoc to the other team are among the aspirants to
bat with the bases groaning, the nines. With such men as O'Conpositions on Gonzaga U's 1922 baseopposing pitchers forget where the
ner, Logan and Ogden on the linecage is situated. Maybe they have
squad.
They
are our old
up their threat seems to have some ball
heard of your reputation asi a slug- meaning.
friends Milo
a
Manca,
capable
ger, "Pete."
on his fast one, Ed. Flajole, last
season's right-fielder, who is trying for
Patron (to very slow waiter): "Bring
We
think that "Stick" White
at Gonzaga, and
wins the ivory egg-beater when it me some salad, plea©e. And you might the same position
Henry
who
is
after an infield
Ivers,
in the just send me a postcard every now
fomes to stealing second
you're
away."
noon-hour league.
and then -while
berth

—

jjljfr

tenance qualities.

SCORING

scoring

JJ

and sets off
your trim build so nicely, and
you'll be glad you bought a L.
System isuit, not only for appearance, but for wear and shape main-

DURING PAST SEASON

The

Hl''

so vigorously stylish

them

McKay
Doyle
Connell
Buckley

F

your

in

the following two line
ups for first and second teams.
First Team.
Second Team.
F

t

PROUD
OF YOU

seems

on

to fall

Logan
Glenn
Egan
O'Conner
soph
Gorman

gaping
II-B
spectacular
The hopes of the other
catches.
If you don't believe us, team are placed in the hands of
ask "Wally."
Ford and Mullally, two of the most
capable twirlers in the school, Mula position on
The one and only Richard "Icky" laly already landing
Domino Connell claims that injuries the college first squad. The linenot yet certain, but pitching
to his hands, received in basketball, up is
is
counted
on as their strong point.
so
far
from
kept
turning
have
squad

the

worry for opponent guards.
For guards we have the two first
team men. O'Conner and Gorman
standing far above any of the others with the exception of Dan Buckley. Their fight, checking ability and

*

"G'Me' 1

of

season, it seems the position must
fall to Glenn.
For center we have three candidates, Egan, Connell and Hoblitzell.
Egan, however, seems to be the
have best bet. He plays a
better floor

Beezer, Imbery and O'Neil most prominent among t.hem. O'Neil and Imbery
will t'.virl, while Beezer stops 'em.

5c
Sold at the Seattle College

IMPERIAL CANDY CO.
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SENIORS WIN SERIES

Championship in Inter-Class Basketball Tournament Goes to
Upper Classmen
defeating the
Third
Hi.-A
team in the finals, by 23-10 and 226 scores, the seniors won the championship in the annual interxlass
tourn:,mfint.
Lcgan and Hoblitzell
By

starred

for the

winners, while ConGlenn played the best
game for the junior classmen.
nell

and

THE

PALESTRA

PROBABILITY OF
GIVING PLAY THIS
YEAR DOUBTFUL

&

There is much doubt as to whether
will be a College play this year

there

or not.

-1

111

Owing to several unavoidable

-

events that promise to take up the
.■ i

spare

time this spring, the annual
play may be dispensed with. Mr. Quevedo, S. J., planned to have a dramatic elocution contest which, he
thought, would heighten the interest
in the somewhat tedious declamatory
contest. This would consist in having
a scene laid representing the subject
of each piece. For instance, if someone had decided to speak "The Cremation of Sam McGee," an Alaskan
scene would be used and several characters to create a suitable atmosphere.
The one that was to speak would then
enter the scene.

w

A few commonplace

remarks would be made; a card game
started, and he would begin, at someone's suggestion, "The northern lights
have
seen strange sights, but the
strangest they ever did see was that
night on Lake Le Barge, when I cremated Sam McGee."
This
plan is original and would
make the annual contest a real live
affair. But unfortunately, this plan,
while feasible on the surface, presents
many difficulties. A dramatic contest
such as this would necessitate a great
amount of time and work, in the first
place; and, second, it would require a
great deal of extra scenery, and unlimited time for shifting for the different scenes the night of the contest.
But to properly manage such a contest, it would have to be started several months ahead. Next year, with
more time for preparation, Seattle College will probably see the establishment of the Dramatic Elocution Contest as a permanent thing in its cur-
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M A RSH FIELD, OREGON

"T*

HE fact that we have designed and supervised the construc*
tion or many of the largest and best constructed Church, School,
Public, Commercial and Residential Buildings in the Pacific Northwest, and having every facility for practical and artistic efficiency
is the basis on which we ask preferable consideration.

BEEZER BROTHERS

FIRST MONTHLY
INTERCLASS DEBATE
OCCUPIES STAGE
(Continued from page 1.)

for our future debating
teams. He proved that the study of
Latin required thirteen separate mental operations to analyze a single sentence. Mr. Scheurman spoke with real
conviction. He advocated a specialized business course, taught by the
Jesuits as the very acme of perfection in a young man's education. Mr.
McCullough. second affirmative speaker, told of the material advancement
gained through taking a classical
course. He was followed by Mr. Spillar, second man of the negative. He
proved that even though a man continues his college education, specialized training fits him best for the
business world. Mr. Spillar made a
against debating
serious
mistake
promising

rules

when he mentioned his oppo-

nents by name.
Mr. Moore, the

last debator on the
affirmative, was taking Gerald Rohr-

ARCHITECTS

903-907 Seaboard Bldg., Seattle, Washington
Established 1592

was handicapped by
having to read his paper. Mullally
affectionately known as "Mose," received a long applause when he took
the floor to sum up the negative side.
The negative, with Mr. Scheurman,
had the better of the rebuttal. Everyone applauded long and lustily when
he mentioned his opponent according
to Hovle, "My opponent, the second
affirmative said," etc.
We noticed one of the professors
in particular was very enthusias-tic
over Mr. Scheuman's knowledge of
the etiquette of the oratorical arena.
In all, we think that the first debate got off to a fine start. It makes
one feel very proud of his college
when these silver-tongued orators
start debating in long, seven-syllable
words. We heard one of the faculty
praise the debaters and hope that
bach's place and

Patronize the Co-Operative Store
It seems that a little more united

concurring from the business are then

effort will be necessary to keep the
Co-operative Store up to snuff. We
can be justly proud of our store. It
is doing a fairly good business and
is pretty well patronized by the majority of the students. Every fellow
selling in the store is usually pretty
well occupied around recess and the
lunch hour. The store is really a new
business project: one handled by the
fellows themselves. That is why it is
called the Co-operative Store —not because co-operative is a big word and
sounds nice, but because it is a store,
OF the students, BY the students, and
FOR the students.
But we are not
riculum.
carrying
out
the
idea
of mutual co-opThis year, considering that the regular elocution contest will be held on eration when we say the store is merely "PRETTY WELL" patronized. We
the night of April 21st, there may not
must do better than that.
and
practice,
time
to
left
be sufficient
The store, as it is run now, is simpadvertise the play to the extent necessary to put it on in the worth-while ly a student store. Goods are bought,
way that we have come to expect from and sold at regular prices, or lower,
turnSeattle College philhistorians. In the on a small margin and quick
agree
that
Everyone
hangs
the
balin
will
play
plan.
the
over
meantime
this is the best way. The profits
ance.

set aside, in the Student Body Treasury, as an auxiliary athletic fund. So
you see it's not very hard to figure
out whom you are helping when you
are loyal enough to patronize your
own store. And it's not only the best
kind of loyalty, but also the best kind
of common business sense to boost a
project that's helping you. Everyone
expects the best in athletic equipment:

the besa basketballs, footballs and
baseballs to be furnished. And they
deserve it, but surely it would not be
possible if everyone neglected to patronize and morally aid the store, the
only source of income that the studebates would continue.
We
these
dents, as a student body, can back.
are with him and "we hope to see
So fellows, bear this in mind when them more often.
you

are

tempted to wander away

from the Co-op Store and buy the idenIf you don't get the Palestra, you
tical things elsewhere.
A little loy- don't get the news.
alty, common sense and co-operation
will help build up your co-operative
A German once said to an Irishman,
store so that, in the future, will be "I believe I could live on limburger
ashamed to patronize any other than cheese alone."
your College store.
Pat:
"You would have to!"
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SEATTLE, WASH., TODAY.

SHOES: —What a funny subject. We suppose yoxi think it's funny we want to talk about your shoes. Well, we want
Not to keep—just want to put new soles, tips or heels 011—clean 'em up and bring 'em back. We want to call for
them just like the laundry man, the dye-works man, and all of the other fellows who serve you so well. Don't cost you a
cent more our way, and saves you oodles of annoyance and bother.
And workmanship! If we ever send a pair back which don't satisfy—don't pay for them. We are using wonderful
leather —paying the highest price and in the end in pays us for we'll keep your business. Please put this little ad up somewhere handy and phone soon. The little yellow car will be right' out and take 'em down on Broadway to that fine BIG
SHOE-REBUILD FACTORY of our with the CONSPICUOUS YELLOW FRONT.

'em.
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Very truly yours,
BROADWAY SHOE REPAIR COMPANY, Inc.
C. R. Williams, Mgr.

